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Aircraft 162230 is now on display at
the Smithsonian Udvar-Hazy Center!
On Tuesday, the 25th of June, EA-6B BuNo 162230 officially went on display at
the Smithsonian Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center in Chantilly, Virginia. This is the
culmination of months of work by members of the Marine Corps Prowler
community and the VMAQ Monument Foundation. There are many people to
thank for making this happen, including Dr. Larry Burke and Marc Sklar of the
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum.

VMAQ Monument Foundation Members Harry 'Taco' Horning and Tom 'Doc'
Dougherty were there to see it on its first day on display. From Taco:
"The Smithsonian Institution National Air and Space Museum Udvar-Hazy Center
in Chantilly, VA is the world’s premier aviation museum. It’s the home of a
number of amazing aircraft and historically significant artifacts including Space
Shuttle Discovery, a Lockheed SR-71 Blackbird, the B-29 Enola Gay, the B-26
Flak Bait, and a Sikorsky JRS-1 that survived the infamous attack on Pearl
Harbor. Not more than feet away from the JRS-1 now sits an EA-6B Prowler."
"While I was viewing the Museum’s newest addition to its collection I spoke with a
group of elementary school kids and let them know that they were some of the
very first people to see the Prowler on display and their eyes lit up with
excitement. They asked all kinds of questions about airplanes and when they
realized I flew the Prowler they asked me about my experience. Aircraft 162230
will continue to serve our country by intriguing and mesmerizing future
generations. I’m proud to have been part of the effort to bring the final jet to the
Smithsonian."
Check out the VMAQ Monument Foundation Facebook page if you want to see
more of their visit!

A big thanks to Doc Dougherty for all the great
photos of Aircraft 162230 in her final resting spot at
the Udvar-Hazy Center!

To commemorate this landmark event for the Marine
Prowler Community, pick up a patch and coin at the
VMAQ Monument Foundation website!

Click on the photos to go grab them before they are
gone!

Semper Fidelis,
VMAQ Monument Foundation
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